
COFFEE TASTING 

Use the following categories to help you think through the flavor notes: taste, aroma, fragrance, body and 

aftertaste. 

DEFINITION OF FLAVOR: Flavor is the combined sense of taste, aroma, fragrance, body, and aftertaste—

the whole experience.  

1. TASTE: refers only to that which is perceived by the tongue (Bitter, Sour, 

Salty, Sweet). Pay attention to where on your tongue you are sensing the 

taste to help you determine what it is you’re tasting. 

Words to describe “Bitter”: harsh, pungent, alkaline, phenolic 

Words to describe “Salt”: bland, sharp, soft, rough or astringent 

Words to describe “Sweet”: mellow, piquant, nippy or delicate 

Words to describe “Sour”: winey, soury, acrid, hard, tart, or tangy 

Umami—a new one that refers to savory 

2. AROMA & FRAGRANCE: Aromas and fragrances are perceived by your nose and retro nasal passages 

otherwise known as your olfactory system. Aroma refers to the smell of wet coffee or brewed coffee. 

Fragrances refers specifically to the smell of fresh ground coffee before brewing (dry coffee grounds).  

Common coffee fragrances/aromas:  

Floral notes: Jasmine, Cardamom, Rose, Orange Blossom  

Fruity notes: Dried, Citrus, Stone Fruit & Berries. Lemon, Lime, Orange, Raisin, Peach 

Herbal or veg Notes: Onion, Garlic Wintergreen, Basil, Anise, Piney, Hay 

Nutty or Cocoa notes: Peanut, Almond, Honey, Molasses, Dark or Milk Chocolate, Vanilla, Nutmeg, 

Pepper, Clove, Thyme, Tobaccoy, Burnt, Charred 

3. ACIDITY: Acidity in coffee is a result of the many organic acids giving it fruit and floral flavors (like citric 

acid in lemon). Acidity in coffee is often misunderstood, because it does not necessarily refer to pH 

level. Fresh, high quality coffees should have pleasant acidity, giving the coffee sweetness and 

brightness. Usually the acidity is best evaluated once the coffee has cooled slightly to a 

warm/lukewarm temperature.  

Common Terms: Delicate, Vibrant, Mild, Nippy, Hard, Piquant, Acrid, Sweet, Soft, Tangy, Sour, Tart, 

Berry, Lemon, Winey, Bright, Snappy, Flat, Dull, Mellow, Bland, Rough, Round, Bitter, Harsh 

***NOTE: Referring to coffee as “acidic” is not a useful descriptive term, because when something is acidic 

it is usually referring to the pH level.  

4. MOUTHFEEL/BODY: The weight, heaviness and texture in the mouth. Think non-fat vs. half and half to 

compare heaviness or sandy vs smooth to compare texture.  

Common Terms: Buttery, Dry, Creamy, Chalky, Rich, Velvety, Astringent, Watery, Metallic, Oily 

 

5. AFTERTASTE/FINISH: The taste left in your mouth after the coffee has been swallowed. Ideal finish is 

clean, sweet, and refreshing that lingers without becoming undesirable.  

Common Terms: Short, Clean, Dry, Harsh, Lingering, Short, Resonant 


